Algorithm procedure INTP (dx, f, c, ord, n) ;
value n; real array dx, f, c; integer array ord; integer n; begin comment 1NTP determines the coefficients of the polynomial of degree less than n which reproduces given function values and divided differences. Upon execution of INTP the coefficients of the desired polynomial are stored in c in such a manner that the coefficient in front of the power t ~-1 is contained in c [i] . Other parameters are not changed. Caution: The given data must be such that it is possible to construct Newton's interpolation formula with divided differences from them. We must also have ord [1] 
Observe that if derivatives of f are given the corresponding divided differences with confluent arguments must be evaluated and given as input data.
Examples of use of INTP: Example 1. Determine the polynomial of degree less than n which interpolates a function f at n distinct points x~, i = 1, 2, ..., n. ord [1] 
Example 3. The same problem when we are given f(-1), f'(--1), f"(--I), and f(1). Input data: n = 4, 
